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READING 
Read the descriptions and write the correct answers. (page 70) 

cotton dark denim dye harvest jeans light 

soft throw away yarn 
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READING 
1. Discuss the questions with a partner. (page 70) 

1 
Do you wear jeans? If yes, when do you wear them? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

2 
Why do you think jeans are so popular? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

3 
What do you do with your old clothes? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

2.      1.25 Look at the infographic below (page 71) What process does it show? Then read 
the article on pages 70-71 quickly to check your answer. (page 70) 

The infographic shows the process of _________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________  
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READING 
Read the article on pages 70-71 and write the correct answers. (pages 70-71) 

Do you have an old pair of jeans that you don’t wear anymore?            

1)_______________________________________________________________________? 

Find out what they are made first — you’ll see why it’s a good idea to 

recycle them! 

A lot of water and energy is needed to make one pair of jeans. Jeans 

are made from a material called denim, and denim is made from a plant 

called cotton. Cotton grows in warm, wet countries like China, India and 

Brazil. It takes about six months for a cotton seed to grow into a plant 

and produce cotton. 2)__________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ — some of this comes from 

rain, but when the weather is dry, farmers need to water the plants.  

After the cotton is harvested, it is transported to a factory and made 

into yarn. Indigo dye is then used to colour the yarn — indigo gives the 

jeans their dark blue colour. 3)___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Lots of people like stonewashed jeans. To make these, jeans are then put 

into a washing machine and washed with stones to make them soft and 

more comfortable. 4)____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________. Finally, the jeans are packed into 

boxes and transported all over the world. Jeans travel up to 60,000   

kilometres to reach the shops, where you can buy them! Almost half of 

the jeans made in the world are sold in the USA. 5)______________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________.  

A NEW LIFE FOR YOUR JEANS 



3. Read the sentences. Write the meaning of the underlined words based the  
context of the sentences. (pages 70-71) 

1 
Are you planning to throw them away?  

The meaning of throw away : __________________________________________________________ 

2 
A lot of water and energy is needed to make one pair of jeans.  

The meaning of jeans : _________________________________________________________________ 

3 

Jeans are made from a material called denim, and denim is made from a plant called 

cotton. 

The meaning of denim : ________________________________________________________________ 

4 

Jeans are made from a material called denim, and denim is made from a plant called 

cotton. 

The meaning of cotton : _______________________________________________________________ 

5 
After the cotton is harvested, it is transported to a factory and made into yarn.  

The meaning of harvested : ____________________________________________________________ 

6 
After the cotton is harvested, it is transported to a factory and made into yarn.  

The meaning of yarn : _________________________________________________________________ 

7 
Indigo dye is then used to colour the yarn — indigo gives the jeans their dark blue colour. 

The meaning of dark : _________________________________________________________________ 

8 
Indigo dye is then used to colour the yarn — indigo gives the jeans their dark blue colour. 

The meaning of dye : _________________________________________________________________ 

9 

To make these, jeans are then put into a washing machine and washed with stones to 

make them soft and more comfortable. 

The meaning of soft : __________________________________________________________________ 

10 
Stonewashing can also change the colour of the denim to light blue. 

The meaning of light : __________________________________________________________________ 
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READING 
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READING 
4. Read the article again and label the infographic with the missing information. (page 70) 

a) add colour b) transport jeans c) water cotton d) make jeans 

Read the suggestions mentioned on page 71 and complete the mind map below. You may 
add your own ideas. 

To make one pair of jeans, 10,000 litres of water and many other resources are used —    
resources are all the things you need to make or do something, like energy, materials and 

people to do the work. So we really shouldn’t throw away old jeans, just because they’re too 
small or because we have a new pair. But what can you do with and old pair of jeans? Write 

them below. 

SUGGESTIONS 

____________________ 
____________________ 

____________________ 
____________________ 

_________________________ 
_________________________ 

________________________ 
________________________ 
________________________ 
________________________ 
________________________ 
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READING COMPREHENSION 
1. Number the stages in order. Then check your answers on pages 70-71. (page 72) 

a The yarn is made and coloured.  

b The cotton is harvested.  

c Jeans are packed and transported.  

d Jeans are bought by people all over the world.  

e The cotton is planted and watered. 1 

f Yarn is made into denim.  

g The jeans are made and stonewashed.  

h The cotton is taken to a factory.  

1 
Why are jeans sometimes stonewashed? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

2 
Which country sells the most jeans? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

3 
How many pairs of jeans did people buy there last year? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

4 
How much water is used to make one pair of jeans? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

 
5                                                                                                                                           

Describe two things you can do with old jeans. 
i)________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  ________________________________________________________________________________________  
ii)_______________________________________________________________________________________  
  ________________________________________________________________________________________  

2. Answer the questions based on the article on pages 70-71. (page 72) 
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READING COMPREHENSION 
Discuss the questions with a partner. Then design a mind map for each question based on 

your discussion. (page 72) 

Why is it a good idea 
to reuse or recycle 

old clothes? 

What do you do with 
your old clothes? 
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WORKING WITH WORDS 
Suffixes: -tion and –sion 

You can add –tion and –sion to some verbs to make them into a noun : 
For e.g : create –creation            decide –decision 

 
• Sometimes you have to drop the final e from the verb or change the final 

consonant, before you add the suffix.  
• If the verb already ends in t, then you only need to add –ion. 

 
Make a note of these spellings as you learn new words. 

Make nouns from these verbs. (page 72) 

1) direct 

___________________ 

2) explode 

___________________ 

3) divide 

___________________ 

4) educate 

___________________ 

5) invent 

___________________ 

6) persuade 

___________________ 

7) revise 

___________________ 

8) connect 

___________________ 

9) devote 

___________________ 

10) pollute 

___________________ 

11) act 

___________________ 

12) associate 

___________________ 

direction 



ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE 
Study the table below. 
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ACTIVE VOICE PASSIVE VOICE 

The subject of sentence performs the action. 
e.g. Adam opens the door. 

The subject receives the action. 
e.g. The door is opened by Adam. 

Change the sentences to passive voice.  

No ACTIVE VOICE PASSIVE VOICE 

1 My mother waters the plants. The plants are watered by my mother. 

2 Danial pays a lot of money.  

3 My sister draws a picture.  

4 My brothers wear black shoes.  

5 Hani reads the book.  

6 Sarah eats the cake.  

7 Mr Ali drives the new car.  

8 Mrs Lee cooks dinner.  

9 Zara writes the letter.  

10 Johan sweeps the floor.  

subject action object subject action object 
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GRAMMAR 

PASSIVE VOICE (PRESENT SIMPLE) 
Lulu’s dress is made from plastic bags. 

One million dresses are sold every minute! 

The cotton  is/isn’t grown in India. 

The jeans are / aren’t washed with stones. 

1.Read and discuss. (page 73) 

3. Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. (page 73) 

1 
a) They throw away millions of pairs of jeans every year.  

b) Millions of pairs of jeans are thrown away every year  P 

2 
a) Workers make this style of dress in France.  

b) This style of dress is made in France.  

3 
a) I give my old jeans to a charity shop.  

b) My old jeans are given to a charity shop by me.  

a) Light blue jeans are preferred by Maria.  
4 

b) Maria prefers light blue jeans.  

2. Read each pair of sentences. Write P for the passive sentence. Which sentence sounds 
better? (page 73) 

Every year, 2.4 billion cotton T-shirts 1)________________________(produce) around the 

world. First, the cotton 2)________________________(grow) in warm countries like Brazil 

and India. Then it 3)_______________________(harvest). After that, it                           

4)_______________________(clean). The clean cotton 5)_______________________(made) into 

yarn. The yarn 6)_______________________(colour) with dye and the it                          

7)_______________________(made) into T-shirts. The T-shirts 8)_______________________

(print). Then they 9)_______________________(take) to shops and they                         

10)_______________________(sell)! 

are produced 
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LANGUAGE IN USE 
Read and draw. (page 74) 

1.       1.27 Listen and practise with a friend. (page 74) 

   

glass herb 

leather metal wood 

A Can you guess what this is? 

B What’s it made of? 

A It’s made of metal. 

B What’s it used for? 

A It’s used for cutting herbs. 

B Is it a knife? 

A Yes, it is. It is called a rocker knife. What about this? 

B Is it made of wood? 

A Yes, it is. It’s made of wood and leather. It’s used for playing music. 

B Is it a drum? 

A Yes, it is. And what do you think this is? 

B It’s made of glass and metal. Is it used for checking the weather? 

A Yes, it is! 
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LANGUAGE IN USE 
2. Describe the objects using made of and used for. (page 74) 

1. bottle opener 

metal / open bottles 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

2. book opener 

leather / keep books open 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

3. feeding bottle 

plastic / feed a baby 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Make a new dialogue about the objects in Activity 2 . You may use the dialogue in  
Activity 1 for your reference. (page 74) 

  

It’s made of metal. It’s used for opening bottles. 
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LISTENING 
1. Look at the TV screens. What are they showing? Match. (page 75) 

1)____________________ 2)____________________ 3)___________________ 4)____________________ sports programme 

advert documentary sports programme the news 

2.      1.28 Listen to the adverts. What are they selling? Number them in order. (page 75) 

a) a new film b) orange juice c) computer game d) jeans 

3. Read the statements. Write F (Fact) or O (Opinion). (page 75) 

1 
a) Don’t miss the biggest film of the year. O 

b) Coming next month to a cinema near you.   

2 
a) Jeannie’s Jeans are made of the softest denim in the world.  

b) Two pairs of Jeannie’s Jeans are just £60.  

3 
a) Download Grun’s Empire for free.  

b) It’s the most exciting computer game you can buy.  

a) We all love orange juice.  
4 

b) Nothing is added to Brendan’s Orange juice.  

4.       1.28 Listen again. Answer the questions. (page 75) 

1 What’s the name of the film?  

2 In what colours can you buy Jeannie’s Jeans?  

3 How many people are playing Grun’s Empire?  

4 What ingredients are in Brendan’s Orange 
Juice? 

 

5. Which advert do you think is the best? Why? (page 75) 
I think __________________________________________ is the best advert. It is because _________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 



WRITING 
1. Look at the infographic showing how pasta is made. Match stages a-i below to the   

correct pictures. Then complete the sentences using the passive voice. (page 76) 
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a add water to make dough Water is _________________________________________________ 

b make into flour in the factory It is _____________________________________________________ 

c transport to shops It ________________________________________________________ 

d pack in boxes It ________________________________________________________ 

e grow wheat Wheat __________________________________________________ 

f dry the pasta The pasta ________________________________________________ 

g cut into spaghetti It ________________________________________________________ 

h harvest the wheat The wheat _______________________________________________ 

i press dough into flat sheets The dough _______________________________________________ 

added to make dough. 

is grown. 



WRITING 
2. You are going to write an article about how pasta is made. Answer these questions 

for the introduction. (page 77) 
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Why is pasta a popular dish?  

Where in the world is pasta eaten?  

3. Work in pairs. Write an article about how pasta is made. Use your extra information in 
Activity 2 to start your text. (page 77) 

e.g. Pasta is a very popular dish. It’s delicious, and easy to cook a lot of different dishes. 
It’s eaten all over the world. To make pasta, first the wheat is grown……... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________  

Draw one pasta dish that you like the most. 



LEARNING TO LEARN 
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RESEARCH INFORMATION 
There are lots of ways you can research information: 

• Ask people (teachers, parents, grandparents). 
• Use a library (books, encyclopaedias, old newspapers, local history / community). 
• Watch TV programmes — like the news or a documentary. 
• Look on the internet. 

Internet searches are quick and easy. But remember, you need to make sure the      
information you find is correct and exactly what you need. 

Where would you look for information on these topics? (page 77) 

1 your town 20 years ago  

2 bears  

3 things to do in London  

4 the moon  

5 China  

6 how to make a coke  

Choose one topic from 1-6 above and write four information about it. 

 



SPEAKING 
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1.      1.29 Listen and read. Then, answer the questions. (page 78) 

This is the new LUMINA torch…  
or is it a pen? It’s both! 

One small object that you can keep in your pocket for when you need it.  
You can use it for camping, power cuts or writing in the dark!  
It’s made of plastic and comes in light green or dark purple.  
There are cheaper torches if you want to save money — but they  
aren’t as good as this one! No other torch is as useful as the Lumina.  
So throw away your old torch and buy the Lumina today.  
You’ll find out just how special it is! 

1 
What is the product made of? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

2 
What can you use it for? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________  

2. Read the advert in Activity 1 again and underline the adjectives. (page 78) 

3. Work with a partner, Think of a new product to advertise. Complete the information 
and draw your product. (page 78) 

Product name   :  

Special because :  

Made of          :   

Used for          :  

Adjectives to  
describe it       :  



SPEAKING 
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4. Make a radio advert about your new product in Activity 3 . Then perform your  
advert for the class. (page 78) 

1. Introduce your product—why is it different or 
special? 

2. Say two facts about your product. 
3. Give two opinions about it. 
4. Remember to use adjectives to describe it. 

e.g. This is the new Talktime 
watch phone. It’s used for 
telling the time or talking to 

friends... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________  



THINK ABOUT IT! 
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1. Your grandparents have given you £50. You are thinking of buying a pair of jeans.  
Read the adverts and complete the table. (page 79) 

Cool Jeans 
Lovely soft  
stonewashed jeans in 
blue or black! 
 

Cost only £15 —  
great value! Sent from 
ourfactory in India. 
 

(Postage £20.  
Arrive in 21-28 days.) 

Active 

Jeans 
Jeans for working or playing. 
Wonderful, traditional jeans in 
dark or light blue. 
 
Only the best denim is used 
for our jeans, and our cotton is 
grown without wasting water. 
£50 per pair — and £5 of that 
goes to charity. 
 
Special offer this week only —   
free delivery! Arrives next day. 

Not stonewashed, not 
fancy, not special. Just 
cheap. Just jeans. 
Why waste your money 
when you can buy these 
for £10 a pair*? 
One colour (blue). 
Find us at your local 
shopping centre — no 
postage costs. Just 
Jeans—just for you. 
(*No money back if you 
return them.) 

Just Jeans 

 Cool Jeans Active Jeans Just Jeans 

Cost £15 ________________ ________________ 

Time to  
arrive ________________ ________________ buy in shop 

What’s 
good? great value 

________________
________________ 

________________
________________ 

What’s 
bad? 

________________
________________ 

________________
________________ 

you can’t  
return them 



THINK ABOUT IT! 
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2. Refer to advert on page 79 again. Discuss the different options with a partner and 
complete the table below. (page 79) 

3. Decide how to spend your £50. Will you spend it all on jeans—or also buy something 
else? Write your points and tell a partner. (page 79) 

Good points Bad points Jeans 

  Cool Jeans 

  Active Jeans 

  Just Jeans 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
__________________________________________________________________________________________  

E.g. 
I'm going to buy the Active Jeans because they’re the best quality and 

£5 goes to charity. 



REVIEW 3 
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1. Write the correct word for each definition. (page 80) 

denim documentary pedal popular skyscraper virtual 

1 The material that jeans are made of. denim 

2 A very tall, modern building.  

3 What you do to make a bike move.  

4 When something looks real on your computer, but it isn’t.  

5 This describes something that a lot of people like.  

6 A film or programme about a real person or event.  

2. Circle the correct phrases to complete the sentences. (page 80) 

1 There are a lot of people here today! It’s too crowded / isn’t crowded enough. 

2 Jenny is fit, but she’s just as fit as / isn’t as fit as me. 

3 Pablo won’t win the race. He’s too fast / isn’t fast enough. 

4 We should all ride bikes. Cars make the air too polluted / not polluted enough. 

5 My jeans are uncomfortable. They’re just as soft as / aren’t as soft as yours. 

3. Write the material each item is made of. Then work in pairs. Describe the items using 
made of, the passive and used for. Then write the descriptions. (page 80) 

 ITEM MATERIAL DESCRIPTION 

1  

________________ 
(design/artist 
keep/jewellery 

in) 

It’s made of wood. It’s designed by an artist. It’s 
used for keeping jewellery in. 

2  

________________ 
(sell/toy shops 
play/games on 

the beach) 

 

3  
________________ 
(make/in China 
water/plants) 

 

4  

________________ 
(transport/all 
over the world 
keep/money in) 

 

wood 



REVIEW 3 
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4. Write the correct form of the word to complete the sentences. (page 81) 

1 He makes lots of mistakes. His work is very _____________________ (care). 

2 She isn’t scared of anything. She’s completely _____________________ (fear). 

3 This torch does lots of different things. It’s really _____________________ (use) 

4 Look at the rainbow! It’s so _____________________ (colour). 

5 You need a good _____________________ (educate) to be a doctor or a lawyer. 

6 Her latest _____________________ (create) is a bag made from old jeans. 

5. Tim is asking Jack some questions about watching TV. What does Jack say? Read the 
conversation and choose the best answer. Write the full the answer. You do not need to 

use all answers.  There is one example. (page 81) 

After dinner, at 7.30. A 
My brother. He loved finding out how cars  are made. B 
No, I don’t. I think they’re boring. C 
The news and a documentary. D 

E At 5 o’clock, but I didn’t get home in time. 
F Three or four times a week. 
G It was really interesting. 
H My sister missed it. 

e.g  
Tim   : How often you do you watch TV? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________  

1 
Tim   : Do you like watching adverts? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________  

2 
Tim   : What programmes did you watch last night? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________ 

3 
Tim   : What did you think of the documentary? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________  

4 
Tim   : What time was it on? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________  

Tim   : 
5 

Who did you watch it with? 

Jack : _________________________________________________________________________________  

F) Three or four times a week. 



NOTES 
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